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Kinetic instabilities in substorm dynamics

W. Horton, J.-H. Kim, E. Spencer, and C. Crabtree

Abstract: A brief survey is given of the kinetic theory of plasma instabilities that are potentially important in substorm
dynamics. Instabilities associated with the release of thepressure gradients in the dipole-to-near geotail transition region
are key candidates to explain the initial release of stored energy with the simultaneous onset of auroral brightening.
Instabilities driven by the plasma sheet current gradient in the region beyond 15-20RE are responsible for release of lobe
magnetic energy and the initiation of high speed Earthward flowing streams. Generally, either instability could occur first
or both essentially simultaneous according to local plasmagradients and theB-field.
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1. Introduction

Space science has been remarkably successful in identifying
the large number of plasma instabilities that occur in the mag-
netosphere and ionosphere. The one central problem where the
identification of the key instabilities is still controversial is the
substorm dynamics. Recent advances in multiple spacecraft
missions and the IMAGE space craft have defined the issues in
substorm dynamics much more sharply. At the same time the
kinetic theory of the key substorm instabilities has advanced
dramatically. Here we review the advances made in the kinetic
theory of instabilities thought to dominate the substorm prob-
lem.

There are four classes of kinetic instabilities invoked to ex-
plain the substorm growth and expansion phases. They are (1)
the pressure gradient driven ballooning interchange modeswith
shear Alfvén wave polarization ofδB⊥ and a smallerδB‖,
(2) the drift compressional ballooning mode driven by the ion
temperature gradient with a dominantlyδB‖ polarization and
smallδB⊥ and electrostatic field part, (3) the large set of col-
lisionless tearing modes driven by the gradient of the plasma
current density∂j/∂ψ = j′/B in contrast to the density and
temperature gradients, (4) the cross field current driven instabil-
ities (CCI) that require no spatial gradients but have largevd =
j⊥/en ≥ vi wherevi = (Ti/mi)

1/2. There is a large class of
current driven instabilities that are well known in the plasma
literature. There is a recent review article of [18] covering the
CCI instabilities. Needless to say, they can be a key player in
substorm dynamics and often can appear as the nonlinear de-
velopment to small space scales of the first three types of in-
stabilities.

Technically, the tearing mode instabilities are the most diffi-
cult plasma instabilities to calculate and have been actively de-
bated for decades. The tearing mode is ubiquitous in the labor-
atory tokamak plasma. While the toroidal geometry plays some
role in the mode tearing many features are in common with the
geomagnetic tail. The large plasma currentµ0j(ψ) → j(ψ)
(hereafter) is confined to the core with a peakingdj/dψ that
increases with time or with core heating of the electrons. Here
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ψ is the flux function from the magnetic field produced by the
plasma current, and the external coil driven toroidal fieldBT
drops out of the tearing mode stability problem except for de-
termining the location of thek‖ = 0 surfaces. The situation is
the same with theBy field component in the geomagnetic tail.
The standard tearing mode theory is given in [3] and involves
the solution of the zero frequency shear Alfvén mode equation
around the field reversing current layer of widthLz. Here we
use the GSM coordinates of the geomagnetic tail. The solution
of the field structure gives the logarithmic derivative of the per-
turbed flux functionδψ with ∆′ = (dδψ/dz)/δψ at the tear-
ing layer. The value of∆′ is negative for stable modes, crosses
zero for unstable modes and goes to infinity as the plasma be-
comes ideal MHD unstable from the pressure gradient exceed-
ing the criticaldp/dψ of the ballooning modes. These features
are seen in the magnetic field and core soft x-ray spectromet-
ers of tokamaks as in [4]. The lowest magnetic mode m/n=1/1
shows the sawteeth crashes at intervals of about 100 Alfvén
periods and the 3/2 mode is stable but repeatedly kicked or
seeded by the pulses from the 1/1 mode. Finally, as the core
plasma pressure rises high enough the 3/2 mode catches on
and grows to form a large magnetic island.

Qualitatively, the description of this evolution of the stabil-
ity of the tearing mode is seen from the formula for∆′ =
−2kz cot(kzLz) wherekz = (dj/dψ − k2

x)
1/2. As the cur-

rent density gradient increases so thatkzLz → π the∆′ goes
to infinity and the island width is observed to grow to the size
that is comparable to the scaleLz of the current layer width. In
kinetic theory of collisionless tearing modes it is not necessary
to introduce the∆′ of the external solutions when the whole
region of the tearing mode function is treated globally. As we
will see, the lack of a full global treatment of the tearing mode
led to a long term misconception about the mode being more
stable than it is known from recent kinetic theory calculations
and simulations.

In this article, we first describe the state of the kinetic bal-
looning mode instability and the drift compressional mode in-
stability in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we describe the current understand-
ing of the collisionless tearing modes which is a complex field.
There are basically two scales of the tearing mode instability,
that of the ion tearing mode and that of the electron mode. Both
modes have been seen in high resolution simulations which
are again too wide a topic to summarize here. The ion tear-
ing mode is considerably more unstable than was presented by
[16] as is acknowledged in [24]. The electron tearing mode is
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easier to simulate and discuss since the ions play only the role
of quasineutrality here. We give an electron tearing mode sim-
ulation with the electron Hall terms of the skin depth and the
ion inertial scale length that shows a 60% conversion of stored
magnetic energy into electron particle energies in a periodof
50 Alfvén times which is sufficiently fast and strong to be a
dominant energy release mechanism in the growth phase of a
substorm.

2. Kinetic Ballooning Interchange Instabilities

The kinetic theory of the drift ballooning interchange modes
require bounce averaged response to both the electron and ion
perturbed distribution functionδfe(ε, µ,x, t) andδfi(ε, µ,x, t)
whereµ is the magnetic momentµ = v2

⊥/2B andε the kinetic
energy per unit massε = v2/2.

The ballooning interchange maximum growth rate is approx-
imatelyγmax = 0.1vi/(LpRc)

1/2 whereLp is the ion pressure
gradient scale length defined by1/Lp = ∂ ln pi/∂x andRc is
the minimum radius of curvature which is given byκ(x, z =
0) = B′

x/Bn = 1/Rc. This growth computed as a function
of distance down the geomagnetic tail reaches a maximum in
the regionx = −6 to −10 RE where the Earthward pressure
gradient is steepest.

In the plasma sheet the local magnetic field is given byB =
Bx(z)x̂ + Bnẑ where|z| ≤ Lz. At the edge of the central
plasma sheet|z| = Lz the field isB = Bx0x̂ + Bnẑ. In
the CPS the local B-field magnitude varies asB = (B2

n +
B′2
x z

2)1/2 with a large mirror ratioRm = Bx0/Bn ≥ 10
whereBx0 = Bx(z = Lz) = B′

xLz is the lobe magnetic
field. Pressure balance across the central plasma sheet gives
B2
x0/2µ0 = p0 ≈ n0Ti. Thus there is a very high ratio of local

plasma pressure-to-magnetic field energy density at the equat-
orial planeβ = 2µ0p0/B

2
n = (B2

x0/B
2
n) ≥ 100. Owing to

the high mirror ratioRm, ions and electrons with pitch-angles
greater thanα ≈ 15◦ mirror in the CPS and the ballooning
eigenfunctions are confined to the CPS.

[8] solved the integral equation for the ballooning drift-Alfvén
eigenmodes and show that these modes first go unstable in the
transitional regionX = −6 to −10 RE where the∇pi/pRc
is maximized andβ < 10. Closer to the Earth the large value
of k2

‖v
2
A from the short connection lengthπ/k‖ stabilizes the

interchange modes. Deep into the geomagnetic tail forX ≤
−10RE the plasma compressional energy in the interchange
motion overcomes the destabilization from the interchangeen-
ergy released. Similar results are given in [6].

Kinetic theory predicts that as the Earthward pressure gradi-
ent increases the first mode to go unstable is the ballooning
interchange mode in the region that maps to the auroral bright-
ening zone. This pressure-gradient instability releases apres-
sure pulseδp > 0 with δBz < 0 that propagates tailward and
typically sets off magnetic reconnection in the tail atX = −20
to −25 RE. This regime is called the inside-out model of sub-
storm.

[7] considered the finite-gyroradius effects on drift compres-
sional modes. Drift-Compressional modes (DCM) are similar
to Drift-Mirror modes (DM) in that they are dominated by the
compressional partδB‖ of the polarization. However DCM
have as their source of free energy spatial inhomogeneities

whereas DM rely on temperature anisotropy to drive the mode
unstable. Crabtree and Chen used the ratio of the electron tem-
perature to the ion temperature as a small parameter to de-
couple the electrostatic component from the compressionalcom-
ponent. They also considered frequencies below the shear Alfvén
frequency which eliminates the coupling between the compres-
sional component and the shear component of the perturbed
magnetic field. With these orderings the following integralei-
genvalue problem was derived

k2
⊥ρ

2
i δB‖ + βi

〈

ελ

[

ω − ω∗ti

ω − ωDi

]

(

δB‖

√
BJ1

)√
BJ1

〉

= 0.

(1)

where the angle brackets refer to velocity space integrations
and the overline refers to bounce-averaging along the field line
F = 1/τ

∫ st

−st

Fds/v‖(ε, µ, s), st is the turning point in the
mirror field. Alsoω∗ti is the ion diamagnetic drift frequency
containing the ion pressure gradient,ωDi is the grad-B/curvature
drift frequency averaged over the bounce motion andηi is ηi =
∂ lnTi/∂ lnni is the ion temperature gradient relative to the
ion density gradient, andJ1 is the finite-gyroradius Bessel

This equation was solved numerically and analytically. Max-
imal growth rates were found to occur whenk⊥ρi ∼ O(1),
with γmax ∼ vi(ηi − 2/3)/Rc and forηi ∼ −1. The radial
mode width may also be estimated as

√
ρi. [11] studied the

kinetic generalization of the standard MHD ballooning equa-
tion studied by [15] and others. From a quadratic form in the
drift-kinetic approximation a reduced kinetically correct quad-
ratic form was derived that accounted for the strong coupling
between the shear Alfvén wave with the interchange dynamics
given by,

∫
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2]

= 0. (2)

Hereξψ is the contravariant component of the displacement
(ξψ = −ikyχ) of the perturbed flux tube that is the kinetic the-
ory generalization of the MHD displacement fieldX(s). Here

Q
(0)
L andQ(1)

L are functions ofξψ so that Eq. (2) contains only
one field variable, as in MHD theory. This kinetic theory is
given in [30].

3. Magnetic Reconnection Instabilities

The reversed magnetic field±Bx0 in the geotail is a large
reservoir of energy available energy to drive plasma flows and
to increase the thermal energies. These tearing modes are of
two types :
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• microscale electron tearing modes on the scale ofc/ωpe ∼
10 km and

• the marcoscale tearing modes on the scale ofc/ωpi ∼
ρi ∼ 400 km.

There must be and can be hundreds of thec/ωpe-scale tearing
mode sites to release the required magnetic energy to explain
substorms. The ion tearing mode sites will be of the order of
a few. The electron modes grow very fast on the time scale of
seconds whereas the ion tearing modes require minutes.

3.1. Ion Scale Tearing Modes
Tearing models occurring on the ion gyroradius scale are

difficult to analyze theoretically due to fast bounce motionof
electrons with periodτ =

∫ st

−st

ds/v‖(ε, µ, s) that yields an in-
tegral response for the perturbed plasma densityδn and current
δj in the ion tearing dynamics. The ion tearing mode growth
rateγik is given by

γik = kxvi

(

c2

ω2
pi

)

∆′
k

Lz
= ωcxo

(

ρi
Lz

)3

, (3)

whereωcxo = eBx/mi = 2 rad/s for Bx = 20nT lobe
field. When the current sheet thickness exceedsLz = 3ρi, the
growth rate is too slow to play a role in the substorm dynamics.

Using the quasineutrality condition [28]

eφ1

Ti
n0 + ñ1 = 0 (4)

and integrating over velocity space the trapped and transient
contribution to the total perturbed electron distributionyields
the perturbed electron density

ñ1 = (� ne � −ne)
eφ1

Te
+
δne
δA

A1 (5)

where the vector potential contribution term(δne/δA)δA1 is
given in detail in [29].

The key point is to include the contribution of the perturbed
density over the long flux tube where the small pitch angle
electrons make long excursions toward the ionosphere. Previ-
ous simulations in [5] and [25] may not have included suffi-
ciently long flux tubes to capture this physics.

3.2. Electron Scale Tearing Modes
The latest developments on the electron-scale magnetic re-

connection (MR) modes are given in [1] and [23]. The im-
pulsive reconnection model of Bhattacharjee has the field-line-
breaking mechanism of electron inertial given by finitede =
c/ωpe. Therefore, it is necessary to use the generalized Ohm’s
Law

E + v × B =
c2µ0

ω2
pe

dJ

dt
− ∇pe

ne
+

J × B

ne
+ ηJ (6)

whereE is the electric field,B is the magnetic field,v is the
plasma flow velocity,c is the speed of light,J is the current
density,pe is the electron pressure,ωpe is the electron plasma

frequency,n is the electron density,e is the magnitude of the
electron charge.

In the simulations shown here we take the limit of zero plasma
resistivityη and check energy conservation to five digits. With
high order time integrators it is possible to run for finite times
with zero resistivity. The dynamics exhibits a long exponen-
tial growth time ending with a nonlinear, faster than linearex-
ponential growth pulse that saturates into a coherent nonlin-
ear structure. Typically 50-60% of the initial magnetic energy
is redistributed into the sum of the parallel and perpendicular
flow energies and the electron thermal pressure by the recon-
nection pulse.

The simplest electron tearing mode dynamics occurs when
plasma flow is almost incompressible. This occurs when there
is a guide fieldBy. The small flow compression comes from
the polarization drift of the ions and is given by∂U/∂t where
U = ∇2

⊥φ with E = −∇φ andB = ŷ × ∇ψ + Byŷ. The
vorticity U grows to feed plasma into the reconnection layer.
The compressional Alfvén wave propagates drops out of the
dynamics in this regime owing to its higher frequency and dif-
ferent polarization. The plasma is described in an electron-Hall
fluid limit by the following two field equations

∂F

∂t
+ [φ, F ] = ρ2

s[U,ψ] (7)

∂U

∂t
+ [φ,U ] = [J, ψ] (8)

whereJ = −∇2
⊥ψ,F = ψ+d2

eJ ,U = ∇2
⊥φ, and the Poisson

bracket is defined by[φ, F ] = ŷ · ∇φ × ∇F . All quantit-
ies are dimensionless(this will be fixed with the proper dimen-
sions). The distance is normalized by the system sizeLz and
time is normalized by Alfvén time scaleτA = Lz/vA where
the Alfvén velocityvA =

√

B2/2µ0ρ. Also two dimension-
less parametersde andρs are the electron skin depthde =
(c/ωpe)/Lz and the ion sound gyro radiusρs = (cs/ωci)/Lz.

The computation has been done with

ψ = Σn,mψm,n(t) exp(inz + imεx) (9)

φ = Σn,mφm,n(t) exp(inz + imεx) (10)

wheren, m are integers,ε = Lz/Lx is an aspect ratio of the
system. The initial profile are the unstable current sheetψ1,0

with small perturbationsψ4,1 andφ4,1, that is,

ψ(0) = cos z + δψ cos(4z) cos(εx)

φ(0) = δφ sin(4z) sin(εx) .

The electron model conserves the total energy of electrons
and the magnetic field. The energy formula and the conserva-
tion law are given by

dEtot
dt

=
d

dt

(

EB + E‖ + EE×B + Ep
)

=
1

2

d

dt

∫

dxdz[(∇ψ)2 + d2
e(∇2ψ)2

+(∇φ)2 + ρ2
s(∇2φ)2] = 0 (11)

whereEB is magnetic energy,E‖ is electron parallel flow en-
ergy,EE×B is the electron perpendicular flow energy andEp
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is the electron thermal energy. As shown in Fig. (1), there
are four transfers between the different energy components.
The magnetic energyEB and the electron parallel flow energy
E‖ are transfered back and forth to the thermal energyEp by
thermal interaction< ve‖∇‖pe >. And the energies,EB and
E‖, are transfered back and forth to the perpendicular flow en-
ergyEE×B by the electric interaction< j‖∇‖φ >.

The energy change relevant to theφ,U, ψ andJ are shown
in Fig. (2), During the process, almost 60% of the magnetic
energy is released and About 30% of the released energy is
transfered to the ion thermal energy. The simulation box is
20π c/ωpe× 40π c/ωpe and the unit of energy isE0 = B2

0L
2
z/2µo

which for 10 nT reversed field over aLz = 10 c/ωpe = 100km
is 2.5 × 106 J/RE. In the upper panel, we see the released
magnetic energy∆EB of 12E0 and the increase of the par-
allel flow kinetic energy in the electrons is5E0. In the bot-
tom panel the perpendicular flow energy increases first to8, E0

and then drops to2E0 while the electron thermal energy con-
tinually increases to5E0. Energy is conserved by the 12 units
of released magnetic energy going to 5+2+5 units of parallel
flow, perpendicular flow and thermal plasma energies. In terms
of fractional changes this is approximately a 60% decrease of
magnetic energy transformed into 10%E×B flow, 25% paral-
lel flow and 25% electron thermal energy. The space and time
scales are10 c/ωpe and60Lz/vA. In the central plasma sheet
these scales are typically 100 km and 1 min.

��

����

��

�
�

�����

	
�
���


Fig. 1. Diagram of the energy transfer among magnetic energy
EB, perpendicular kinetic energyEE×B, parallel kinetic energy
E‖ and electron thermal energyEp.

3.3. Global Driven Reconnection Model

The solutions described above are for local instability of the
current sheet with the growth rate driven by the gradient of the
current densitydjy/dψ. The wave functions are localized at
the current sheet dropping off to negligible values in the lobe
plasma. There is another type of global driven reconnection
solution that is obtained by changing the exterior boundary
conditions. In the global solution the boundary conditionsare
changed to be those given on the upper and lower magneto-
pause with mixed values ofδψ anddδψ/dz atz = ±H . These
are called driven reconnection solutions and are used in [9]
and [10]. These global solutions are those that are created in
the driven reconnection simulations of [26] and [2].
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Fig. 2. Plot of energy evolution in time forde = 0.2, ρs = 0.1
with initial mode (kz, kx) = 2π(4, 0.5)/Lz . Almost 60% of
magnetic energy is released.

4. Crossfield Current Drive Instabilities

In the driven reconnection simulations, and other plasma
sheet instabilities including the firehose instability driven by
the bursty bulk flows ([13, 14] and [12]), the gradient of the
magnetic field is locally very large and the associated driftve-
locity vd = j/ene ≥ vi =

√

Ti/mi locally. This condition
when satisfied over a region of sufficient volume gives rise to
the crossfield current driven instabilities called CCI. Luiand
his collaborators [19, 20, 21] have worked out many details
of the CCI instabilities and have shown them to be capable of
producing a turbulent resistivity that increases the localelectric
field in proportional to the level of these fluctuations. [17]gives
a review of these instabilities and their effects on the currents
in the plasma connected to the regions of auroral brightenings.
The Geotail space data in this region of 10-13RE shows strong
magnetic field fluctuations as shown for five substorms in de-
tail in [27].

5. Conclusion

Thus we see there are three classes of kinetic instabilities
that can be associated with substorm expansion phases. The
most widely used instabilities are the pressure gradient driven
ballooning interchange mode in the near Earth transitionalre-
gion between the dipole field and the inner edge of the central
plasma sheet. Transient conditions of either sharply increasing
or decreasing convection electric field from the interplanetary
magnetic and electric field create the steep Earthward pressure
gradient to trigger this strong instability with growth periods
of the order of minutes. The growth rate divided by the local
proton cyclotron frequency is of order the proton gyroradius
divided by the geometric mean of the plasma pressure scale
lengthLp and the local radius of magnetic curvature.

In the midtail region, which is stable to the ballooning inter-
change mode owing to the high local plasma pressure, the first
instability to be excited is the ion scale tearing mode. The ion
tearing mode occurs when the current gradient scale lengthLz
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is sufficiently short estimated here as three ion gyroradii in the
lobe fieldBx0 andBn/Bx0 ≤ 0.1. The mode produces a large
magnetic island but grows slowly with the growth rate divided
by the lobe cyclotron frequency proportional to the third power
of ρi/Lz, that isγmax/ωci ∼ (ρi/Lz)

3.
When local current filaments of size less than the proton

gyroradius are present then the electron scale tearing modeis
driven unstable. The electron tearing mode grows very rapidly
with time scales of seconds but the magnetic islands are small
scaling with the electron collisionless skin depthde which is
tens of kilometers.

We show a simulation for these small scale tearing modes
that gives a conversion of 60% of the magnetic energy into
electron thermal energy and electron parallel and perpendicu-
lar flow energies. There would be a high mode densityd3

k of
the electron tearing modes, and they are not restricted to the
symmetry plane of the geomagnetic tail but can occur locally
wherever the local gradient of the current densitydjy/dz is
sufficiently strong. On the dayside magnetopause [22] shows
evidence for a high density of electron reconnection sites.

Finally, the current density itself, without a gradient, can
produce a high frequency kinetic instabilities that produce tur-
bulent scattering of the electrons that create an anomalousres-
istivity. There is a wide variety of these instabilities that go
under the name of CCI (crossfield current instabilities) as re-
viewed by [18]. It seems likely that all three types of instabil-
ities are active in various types and stages of the substorm dy-
namics.

With the THEMIS mission and then the MMS mission we
may expect to learn which type of instability is dominant in
various types of substorms and responsible for which effects
such as conversion of magnetic energy to various forms of ion
and electron energies.
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